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P-04-344 Freshwater East – Public Sewer 

 
Petition wording 

 

We the undersigned householders of Freshwater East, ask the Welsh 

Government not to take enforcement action against Dwr Cymru Welsh Water 

concerning the installation of a public sewer in Freshwater East. 

Petition raised by: Royston Thomas 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 29 November 2011 

Number of signatures: 106 
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P-04-345 Rail and Bus Links between Aberystwyth and 
Carmarthen 

 
Petition wording: 

We call upon the National Assembly of Wales to urge the Welsh Government 

to restore and/or improve rail and bus links between Carmarthen in the 

county of Carmarthenshire and Aberystwyth in the county of Ceredigion. 

 

Supporting information: 

They may be in adjoining counties, but the train ride from Carmarthen to 

Aberystwyth is a marathon that takes more than six hours. The Manchester 

and Milford Railway line, which linked Carmarthen and Aberystwyth, came to 

Tregaron in 1866 from a southerly direction. It served as a ’regular’ route 

between the towns of Carmarthen and Aberystwyth and linked South Wales 

to North Wales, a link which sadly no longer exists in such a straightforward 

route,since Lord Beeching’s report on reshaping British Railways resulted in 

many line closures in the 1960s.Today, with the growth of Aberystwyth and 

Lampeter as some of Britain’s most prestigious universities, along with the 

beauty of many seaside towns, such as Aberaeron, Welsh residents are 

calling for this train route to be re-established. It would make travel for 

commuters easier, quicker and safer as a railway connecting main western 

towns could reduce traffic and accidents on rural roads, statistically the most 

dangerous. 

 

Petition raised by: Craig Owen Lewis 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 29 November 2011 

Number of signatures: 555 
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P-04-346 Free Childcare for 3-4 Year Olds in Wales 

 
Petition wording: 

We call on the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government to 

ensure that free childcare for 3-4 year olds is delivered more flexibly across 

Wales allowing parents, and in particular working parents, to choose when 

and where they access the free childcare. 

 

Supporting Information: 

All three and four year olds are entitled to 15 hours of free nursery until they 

reach compulsory school age however many parents living in certain local 

authority areas in Wales are unable to utilise this free childcare due to the 

restrictions in place. 

For example, parents living in the Vale of Glamorgan are only able to redeem 

free childcare at nurseries attached to schools and this childcare is split into 

2.5 hours a day from Monday to Friday.In Newport Council however parents 

are offered a wrap around service  whereby 12.5 hours are available for 

parents to use against childcare provided in either a nursery school or 

private nursery setting of their choice.This essentially means that working 

parents in certain local authority areas who are unable to drop and collect 

their children for 2.5 hours of childcare a day are being discriminated 

against and losing out on free childcare whilst parents in other areas are 

receiving a disproportionate amount of money towards their childcare costs.I 

would urge the Welsh Government to standardise this system so that parents 

in all local authority areas can use a wrap around service  thus making the 

free childcare accessible to all   including working parents. 

 

Petition raised by: Zelda Smith 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 29 November 2011 

Number of signatures: 67 
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P-04-347 Property and Asset Review 

 
Petition wording: 

We call upon the National Assembly and the Welsh Government to carry out 

an Asset and Property Review of their respective buildings and or properties 

to reduce the number of properties that are underutilised and to use the 

capital saved to fund the 21st Century School s Programme. 

 

Supporting information: 

The National Assembly have offices in Princess Drive, Colwyn Bay, whilst the 

Welsh Government have offices at Llandudno Junction which are 

underutilised and partially empty. There is no justification in these financially 

straightened times for Welsh taxpayers to fund two building so close to each 

other. It is appreciated the WG and the NAfW are 2 separate organisations 

buth there is no reason why they cannot share the same building. The same 

situation probably arises in other areas of Wales as well 

 

Petition raised by: Cllr Arfon Jones 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 29 November 2011 

Number of signatures: 19 
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P-04-348 Recycling Targets for Health Boards 
 
Petition wording: 

We call on the National Assembly for Wales to recommend to the Minister for 
Health that she introduce legally binding recycling targets for Health Boards 
in Wales at a similar level to that imposed on Local Authorities. 
 
Supporting Information 
A recent Freedom of Information request indicated that the Maelor Hospital 
in Wrecsam disposed of 1200 tonnes of waste last year (which does not 
include electrical units WWEE). Only 3% of that waste is recycled and 55% 
goes into landfill including all food waste. This lack of committment to 
recycling is unacceptable and with several local facilities available it is also 
inexcusable. The total cost of removing waste from the Maelor annually is in 
the region of £350,000 and if this reflected across Wales then the cost is 
probably in the region of £5 million.  

 

Petition raised by: Cllr Arfon Jones 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 29 November 2011 

Number of signatures: 29 
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P-04-349 Welsh-medium Provision - Caerphilly 
 
Petition wording: 

We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Minister for 
Education and Skills at the Welsh Assembly Government to afford urgent 
priority to the bid submitted by Caerphilly County Borough Council for 
monies to finance the badly needed additional Welsh medium secondary 
provision by 2013. 

 

Petition raised by: Ben Jones 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 29 November 2011 

Number of signatures: Approximately 1,200 

Supporting information: 

Caerffili County Borough is faced with an urgent issue, according to 

population trends, it is estimated that the borough will an increase of 

approximately 700 children wanting Primary School Welsh medium places by 

2016 and nearly 1000 extra children wanting Comprehensive Placements by 

2020. This means that the borough needs to build at least one more primary 

and one more secondary school.  

Caerffili County Borough Council had submitted plans under the Twenty First 

Century Schools Programme and like other authorities was deeply 

disappointed when the Minister for Education announced a delay in the 

programme until 2014 and a change in criteria.  

Caerphilly County Borough has submitted an updated bid which gives value 

for money as it utilises the empty buildings at the site of the previous Saint 

Ilan school in Caerffili.  

We need an urgent answer from the Government as the current 

Comprehensive School does not have sufficient space and some children will 

have to be turned away as soon as September 2013. 
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P-04-350 Retain the services of Sporttrain in Rhondda and 
Cardiff 
 
Petition wording: 

We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government 
to retain the vital community services that Sporttrain provide in Rhondda and 
Grangetown. These services are: 

•             Employment training for young people; 

•             Engagement training for NEET young people; 

•             Community learning; 

•             Welfare, support and counselling services for young people; 

•             Community sports coaching and activities for young people. 

 

Petition raised by: Gareth Holohan 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 29 November 2011 

Number of signatures: Approximately 2,000 

 

Supporting information:  

Sporttrain’s centres in Rhondda and Grangetown are to be closed in January 

2012 removing a vital service for young people and leaving a hole in these 

communities.  

The potential impact upon levels of youth engagement, employment, crime 

and health in these areas could be significant.  

Sporttrain act as an important platform for young people who have no 

alternative direction in life including those who are unable to engage with 

school, college, training or employment by providing the support and skills 

that they need to turn their lives around.  

Many local employers recruit directly from Sporttrain as experience has 

proven that our young people have the skills, attitude and ethos required to 

be effective employees. Employers have expressed their concern that the 

removal of Sporttrain's service would lead to a shortage of young people 

with the necessary skills in the area.  

Organisations who work directly with young people including Careers Wales, 

Social Services and Youth Offending Teams have expressed that “Sporttrain 

are the most effective solution available for many of the young people that 

they deal with”.  
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Removing Sporttrain’s service will directly impact upon young people who 

are most in need including those who:  

• Are long-term NEET;  

• Have a learning difficulty;  

• Have the lowest skill levels;  

• Present the most personal and emotional issues;  

• Have been convicted of crimes.  

Community Leaders, Communities First and Local Police Officers have all 

expressed their concern that the removal of Sporttrain’s services would have 

a negative impact in terms of levels of anti-social behaviour and crime; 

which have improved through the presence of Sporttrain in the heart of their 

communities.  

We urge the National Assembly of Wales to listen to the voices of these 

young people and to heed the warnings provided by the independent 

agencies that work directly with young people in these communities 
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P-03-263 List Stradey Park 

 
Petition wording 
 
We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Minister for 
Heritage to grant listed status to Stradey Park, in order to protect the 
heritage of this world famous rugby ground and cultural icon for the 
people of Wales. 
 
Supporting information: 
 
The petition to list Stradey Park was inspired by calls that “something should 
be done” to protect the heritage at this world famous location. It is significant 
that these calls have continued after the Scarlets have moved across Llanelli 
to their new stadium. Stradey Park is clearly more than just a place where 
rugby was watched - it is part of local culture and national heritage.  
 
A cultural icon can be defined as anything that is readily recognised, and 
generally represents an object or concept with great cultural significance to a 
wide cultural group. It may come to be regarded as having a special status as 
particularly representative of a particular group of people or a period in 
history. 
 
Stradey Park is synonymous with the support of a Welsh community for its 
rugby club in the 20th century – it is undoubtedly a cultural icon.  
 
Stradey Park has gained worldwide fame, not only for the exploits of the 
players who took to the famous turf, but also for the fervent support 
supplied by those who crammed into the stands and terraces surrounding it 
during the matches, and at half-time and full-time onto the pitch itself. 
 
That support became world renown as typically Welsh, an image 
strengthened by songs celebrating famous victories at Stradey, such as the 
Max Boyce song “9-3” about the support of the community at Stradey for 
the1972 victory over the All Blacks – the last by any club side in the world. 
“All roads led to Stradey Park”, “The day the pubs ran dry” and “I was there” 
all conjure up images of Stradey Park on that day and Llanelli captain Delme 
Thomas being carried off the pitch by fellow players, surrounded by 
thousands of supporters. 
 
Stradey Park invokes images of Welsh working men completing a shift in the 
tinplate works, docks or mines before playing a match in front of thousands 
of fellow workers of Tinopolis. The famous “sosbans” that were placed on the 
Stradey posts were a direct reference to Llanelli’s main export – Tinplate - 
and in particular the “Stamping” Works located less than a mile from Stradey 
Park where saucepans were made and exported worldwide.  
 
Stradey Park has always been known as the “most Welsh” of Welsh grounds, 
not least for its Welsh language scoreboard and Welsh language singing on 
the terraces. “Sosban Fach” is known throughout the world after it was 
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adopted and sung by supporters due to the “sosbans” on posts. A gymanfa 
ganu was held in 1972, before the All Blacks game. 
 
Typical of a rugby ground being at the heart of a Welsh community, Stradey 
Park has seen many non-rugby events including hosting several other sports 
and annual Guy Fawkes night fireworks displays. 
 
On 15th November 2007 the funeral of Ray Gravell was held on the Stradey 
Park pitch. This unique event in Welsh history – described by some in the 
press as “a Welsh state funeral” - was attended by 6000 mourners including 
leading figures in Welsh political, sporting and cultural life, with many 
thousands of people lining the streets outside. Images of the coffin standing 
on the pitch, flanked by the Eisteddfod sword bearer and the assembled 
tribute makers were broadcast live on S4C. 
 
There is no doubt that Stradey Park is of great cultural and historical 
significance to Wales. It was a modern day battle field and particularly 
representative of the Welsh passion for rugby in the 20th century. The 
petition has achieved in excess of 3500 signatures made more significant 
because this was a heritage petition not a rugby petition. The petition was 
collected on shop counters throughout Carmarthenshire and even without 
much publicity it has attracted signatures because people believe that the 
Stradey Park pitch should be saved to mark the location and its heritage.  
 
Although the petition is named “List Stradey Park”, and there are many that 
would like to see the whole stadium saved, it is generally accepted that 
listing Stradey Park would mean listing the Stradey Park pitch and retaining it 
as open space within any development. This modern day battlefield is what 
makes it unique because of the events that have taken place on it, obviously 
rugby successes and the momentous Ray Gravell “state funeral”, but also the 
famous Stradey Park half-time and full-time pitch invasions where families 
would play where their heroes had just played. 
 
To list a sports pitch would probably require a new listing category or an 
amendment to an existing category. As tourism becomes ever more 
important in Wales, key locations of modern Welsh heritage such as Stradey 
Park need to be protected, so the need for the National Assembly to direct 
Cadw to create or adapt a listing category for sports pitches is evident.  
 
Once a location like Stradey Park is lost under a development it becomes 
almost worthless. Perhaps a few tourists may be attracted to read an 
interpretive panel or blue plaque near the site, but the benefit to the local 
economy would be negligible. Places like Stradey Park need to be preserved 
to allow them to be marketed as tourist locations of modern Welsh heritage 
for the 21st century. Tourists want to be able to take to the pitch, not just 
read about it. 
 
As well as the 3500+ signatures and a Facebook group of over 520 
members, several local organisations including Llanelli Town Council and 
Llanelli Rural Council support the aims of the petition to protect the Stradey 
Park pitch. However none of these groups has the power to deliver that 
protection. 
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The petition has received international support, as well as support from other 
parts of Wales and the UK showing clearly that Stradey Park is of national 
importance. Locally, the petition has also received the support of former 
Llanelli, Wales and Lions greats such as Delme Thomas and Phil Bennett. 
 
A website supporting the petition can be found at 
www.stradeyparkpetition.co.uk. Further information to support a listing, 
from the kind provision in 1879 of land within its boundary walls by the 
Stradey Estate, through to the closure of the ground in October 2008, can be 
supplied. 
 

Petition Raised by: Mr V Jones 
 
Petition first considered by Committee: November 2009 
 
Number of signatures: 4383 
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P-03-263 Save Stradey Park 

The purpose of the petition 

This petition was submitted by Mr V Jones in March 2010 and collected 4383 signatures: 

‘We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to grant listed status to Stradey Park, 

in order to protect the heritage of this world famous rugby ground and cultural icon 

for the people of Wales.’ 

Petitioners made the case that Stradey Park was a Welsh cultural icon and should be 

preserved for tourists and the local community alike.  Petitioners felt that although listing 

Stradey Park may need a new listing category, or changes to an existing one, it was crucial to 

protect the park which was one of the ‘key locations of modern Welsh heritage.’
1
  The 

petitioners have been clear that they would not expect the buildings at Stradey Park to 

warrant listed building status: it is the pitch that should be preserved.  

The petitioners approached Cadw in 2005 and report that a Cadw officer ‘agreed that 

Stradey Park had the history that warranted recognition – probably as part of the “Historic 

Parks and Gardens” register – but the pitch did not meet the criteria as they currently 

stood.’
2
 

Listing of Stradey Park and the non-statutory Register of Parks and Gardens of Special 

Historic Interest 

The Committee wrote to the Minister for Heritage in May 2010 to seek his views on the 

petition.  His response
3
 recognised and understood the support for the cultural significance 

of the pitch to be marked in some way.  He felt this would be best achieved by including the 

site on the non-statutory Register of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest.  Although 

this in itself would not protect the pitch, it would help inform the local authority in charge of 

planning’s assessment of development affecting the area and could affect its decision to 

allow planning permission to the developers who have applied to build houses on the site.  

However, he also pointed out that in the case of Stradey Park the value of this would be 

limited given the outline consent which already exists. 

The Minister explained that in order for the pitch to be included on the register, Cadw would 

need to assess Stradey Park but this was not done before the local authority considered the 

planning permission application.  The local authority could have deferred the planning 

process in order for the assessment to take place but although Cadw officials confirmed with 

the local authority that in their view the pitch has historic interest, the local authority has 

indicated that it will not reconsider the historic importance of the site until such time as it 

has been placed on the register. 

                                                           
1
 Supporting information received from the petitioners alongside the petition 

2
 Email from petitioner to Committee Staff, 17 May 2010 

3
 Letter from Minister for Heritage to the Petitions Committee, 24 May 2010 
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In November 2010, the Committee received an extensive response from Carmarthenshire 

County Council on this issue
4
.   The letter states that it had already held a public inquiry at its 

own expense to consider an application by residents to designate Stradey Park pitch as a 

village green.  This application was subsequently refused.  The letter also sets out the 

council’s assertion that the petition is ‘wholly misconceived’ as the ‘Planning (Listed Buildings 

and Conservation Areas) Acts 1990 (the statutory provision which is relevant in this matter) 

only provides the means to list buildings of special architectural or historic interest.’ (County 

Council’s emphasis) and therefore it is ‘simply not possible on either a legal or practical basis 

to grant listed status to Stradey Park.’  The letter goes on to point out that ‘no additional 

statutory controls follow the inclusion of a site in the Register.’ 

The petitioner’s strong response
5
 to the Council’s letter restates he chose to use the term 

‘list’ as it is more recognisable to the public, but that what is called for is the inclusion of the 

Stradey Park pitch on the Register of Historic Parks and Gardens.   

In July 2010, the Minister for Heritage stated that:  

‘the principles of selection which Cadw applies in assessing sites for inclusion 

on the non-statutory Register of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic 

Interest already encompass places of recreation.  This would extend to 

sporting venues, although no specific criteria for making stand-alone 

assessments of sports grounds has been compiled nor any sites evaluated.’
6
 

The local planning authority told the Committee that sporting grounds ‘cannot be regarded 

as places of recreation but are by their nature sporting grounds used primarily by a private 

sporting club.’
7
 

The Minister did add in his letter of July 2010 that Cadw is considering how the sporting 

heritage of wales could be more readily recognised. 

The latest correspondence on this issue
8
 was sent by the Minister for Housing, Regeneration 

and Heritage on 31 August 2011 and reiterates that Cadw is still in the process of developing 

its guidance on the protection of sports heritage sites.  The Minister also mentions in his 

letter the forthcoming Heritage Bill that the Welsh Government intends to introduce for 

consideration in 2014-15.  He states that ‘consideration of detailed guidance on locally 

important and sporting heritage will form part of the debate’ surrounding that Bill. 

Non-statutory local listing 

The Committee wrote to the Minister for Environment, Sustainability and Housing in June 

2010 to ask if, in her view, local listing of historical sites should be a material view in planning 

                                                           
4
 Letter from Carmarthen County Council to the Petitions Committee, 1 November 2010 

5
 Email from HV Jones to Petitions Committee support staff, 12 November 2010 

6
 Letter from Minister for Heritage to Petitions Committee, 8 July 2010 

7
 Letter from Carmarthenshire County Council to the Petitions Committee, 11 January 2011 

8
 Letter from Minister for Housing, Regeneration and Heritage to Petitions Committee 31 August 2011 
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decisions.  Her response
9
 confirmed that unlike the Register of Parks and Gardens of Special 

Interest which is held by Cadw, local listings are for local authorities to draw up, and to adopt 

a policy that would allow local buildings or places of special interest to be protected as a 

result of their inclusion on such local lists.   

However, as the local authority concerned has already indicated that it will not reconsider 

the historic importance of Stradey Park unless is it placed on a register by Cadw, voluntary 

local listing is unlikely to be an option for Stradey Park.   

In July 2010, the Minister for Heritage wrote to the Petitions committee stating:  

‘Local authorities have a statutory duty to designate conservation areas and 

may compile lists of buildings of local interest which would be a material 

consideration in any planning application.  Cadw expects to be in a position 

to publicise draft guidelines for local designation later in the year… There are 

currently no plans to place a statutory duty on local planning authorities to 

compile a local list but I hope that those authorities without one will see the 

benefit, voluntarily, of doing so and will back this up with appropriate 

planning policies to protect these important historic assets and help maintain 

an element of local distinctiveness in the urban and rural environment ’
10

  

 In November 2010, the Minister for Heritage advised
11

 the Committee that Cadw had begun 

to prepare draft guidelines on local lists for local planning authorities’ use and that they were 

expected to go out to consultation in the spring of 2011.  However, a further letter from the 

Minister in March 2011
12

 stated that officials were now working on guidance that would be 

fuller than originally planned.  This guidance would be, in part, informed by research being 

undertaken by the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales 

into the history of sport in modern Wales.  The Minister stated in his letter that research was 

expected to be published in October 2011 and Cadw expects to consult on its comprehensive 

guidance on the protection of sports heritage at that time.  However, the Welsh Government 

now anticipates that the consultation will not take place until April 2012.
13

 

The calling in of the planning decision 

 The Welsh Government told the Committee
14

 that although it had intended to ‘call in’ the 

planning permission decision for Stradey Park, the call in notice had subsequently been 

withdrawn as the letter calling in the application was flawed in that the reasons for the 

decision to call in the application were not as clear as they could have been.  Instead, the 

Welsh Government issued a direction under Article 14 of the Town and Country Planning 

                                                           
9
 Letter from Minister for Environment, Sustainability and Housing to Petitions Committee, 30 June 

2010 
10

 Letter from Minister for Heritage to Petitions Committee, 8 July 2010 
11

 Letter from Minister for Heritage to Petitions Committee, 2 November 2010 
12

 Letter from Minister for Heritage to Petitions Committee, 29 March 2011 
13

 Telephone call between Welsh Government Committee Business Unit and Committee staff, 24 

November 2011 
14

 Letter from Minister for Environment, Sustainability and Housing to Petitions Committee, 11 

January 2011 
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(General Development Procedure) Order 1995 – commonly referred to as a ‘stopper 

direction’ – that meant that the local authority could not issue approval of the plans until 

such time as the Welsh government had further considered ‘calling in’ the application.  The 

Minister subsequently confirmed
15

 that both the direction and the ‘call in’ had been 

withdrawn.  In any case, it is worth noting that the reservations regarding the application 

related to concerns regarding a potentially increased risk of flooding, rather than the 

protection of the Stradey Park pitch. 

Comments from other stakeholders in the Stradey Park pitch 

Correspondence from the Llanelli RFC Scarlets Former Players Association
16

 lists the details 

of agreements it has with the developers of Stradey Park and with Carmarthenshire County 

Council which combine to create a ‘virtual Llanelli Heritage Trail.’  They do not make any 

reference to the loss of Stradey Park pitch. 

Possible future action for Stradey Park pitch 

Given the clear stance of the local planning authority, which has stated in correspondence to 

the Committee that they consider the matter to have been held in abeyance for a 

considerable period of time and that there is nothing left of worth on the site to merit any 

Preservation Orders being made, the possibility of non-statutory local listing of Stradey Park 

seems slight. 

The petitioner has requested that the petition should stay open until Cadw has decided 

whether or not to amend the criteria and allow inclusion for historic sports pitches on the 

Register of Historic Parks and Gardens.  He also noted that the pitch area is included in phase 

three of the development and so it could be in excess of 5 years until it is built on.  The 

petitioner recognises that should Stradey Park pitch be included on the register by then, it 

would be up to the developers to amend their plans or not.  However, until such time as 

Cadw’s draft guidelines are released for consultation, it is difficult to say if they will make 

provision for stand-alone sports grounds to be included on the Register of Parks and Gardens 

of Special Historic Interest or if they will only make provision for them to be included on local 

lists.   

 

 

Committee Service 

November 2011 

                                                           
15

 Letter from Minister for Environment, Sustainability and Housing to Petitions Committee, 25 

February 2011 
16

 Letter from Llanelli RFC Scarlets Former Players Association to Petitions Committee, 28 February 

2011 
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P-03-306 Save Barry Theatre 

Petition wording 

 
We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government 
to protect and preserve the Theatre Royal, Barry so that it can still be 
developed and used as a theatre, cinema and Community Arts and Cultural 
Centre. 

Petition raised by: Theatre Royal Arts and Cinema Trust 

Number of signatures: 142 

 

Supporting information: 

The Theatre Royal has been central to the community of Barry since 1910.  It 

closed its doors in April 10th 2008 when the lease expired and since then has 

remained empty. 

TRACT has campaign tirelessly to reopen the Cinema for the past three years 

which culminated into a offer at the full market value to purchase the 

property in 2009.  Unfortunately this offer was rejected and the building 

remains boarded up and empty. 

A statement was made on behalf of Hafod Housing regarding redeveloping 

the site as an Extracare Facility which has met with fierce opposition from 

the community as a whole however, no planning application has been filed to 

our knowledge.   

The Theatre Royal was opened in 1910 provided an important role to the 

community firstly as a performing theatre staging a range of entertainment 

given by touring and local companies.  The transition from stage to cinema 

use was made in the 1930’s.  In the 1900’s the history of the building 

included visits from General Booth, the leader of the Salvation Army and 

Samson billed as the strongest man on earth.   

Local connections included Victor Sylvestor who was organist and musical 

director in the late 20’s early 30’s who is related to a local businessmen 

working in the town today.  In 1910 completion of the Theatre Royal 

advertising curtain was given to Mr Leon Hook, sign artist.  The Hook sign 

writing business is in its fourth generation in the town. 

The Theatre Royal is older than the towns Memorial Hall.  Parts of the old 

theatre still remaining include, the stage, proscenium, dressing rooms, 

Agenda Item 3.2
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basement corridors and the possibility of other undiscovered areas as they 

have been bricked up.  When opened the theatre had a room garden on top 

of the shops to the side of the building.  It was agreed to be entered on the 

Vale of Glamorgan Council County Treasure List in April 2008 and it is also 

on the at risk list with the Theatres Trust London. 

Rather than see a change of use or redevelopment, we believe the buildings 

100 year heritage is of a significant value that can be related through its 

history.  In preserving this, it is something the community could fully 

recognise and appreciate while utilising the amenities it is still capable of 

providing.  
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Dear Sarita, Many thanks for your e.mail. Unfortunately,despite all our efforts to save 

the Theatre Royal, the Vale Council planning committee agreed to allow a planning 

application for the site submitted by Hafod Housing to be passed.As a result of this,the 

theatre building will now be demolished to make way for an extra care housing 

facility.This was an extremely dissapointing outcome for the Save Our Cinema 

Association group as a great deal of work had gone into our campaign,and  knowing 

interest had been shown from independent cinema operators to reopen the building.This 

is such a loss to the local community.Your help during our campaign was very much 

appreciated.     Regaards,Paul. 

!"#$%&'()'**+,-.
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PET(4)-07-11 p10a 

P-04-335 The Establishment of a Welsh Cricket Team 

Petition wording 

We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government 
to support the establishment of a Welsh international cricket team. 

Petition raised by: Matthew Richard Bumford 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 11 October 2011 

Number of signatures: 187 

Supporting information: 

Whereas Scotland and Ireland gained associate membership of the 

International Cricket Council (ICC) and went on to compete in World Cups, 

Wales has failed to do so. In fact, no Welsh player has played international 

cricket for over five years as a result of being affiliated to the England 

Cricket Board. Recently the England and Wales cricket team played several 

"home" games in the capital of Wales, although no Welsh players were 

present. It would be unacceptable in other sports, like rugby, for a team 

comprised entirely of non-Welsh people, playing under a non-Welsh flag, 

with the badge of another country on their chest, to ostensibly play a "home" 

game in the Welsh capital. This would simply not be acceptable for other 

sports and should not be so for cricket. The current arrangements do not 

foster the game of cricket in Wales and are to its detriment because there is 

a lack of opportunity for Welsh cricketers to play at the highest level. At 

present Wales is completely unrepresented in international cricket and this 

must change with the establishment of an Welsh international cricket team. 
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National Assembly for Wales 

Submission to Petitions Committee 

Application Of Wales for Independent ICC Membership 

1 The application is desirable, feasible and should be an imperative. 

2 Welsh cricketers have the same opportunity to play Test cricket as Scots 

and Irish by playing for England. However Scots and Irish cricketers have a 

much greater opportunity to play International Limited Over Cricket and 

possibly to compete in World Cups. Should Ireland and Scotland achieve Test 

status one day then their advantage over Welsh cricketers will be much 

greater. 

3 The barriers to establishing a Welsh International team are largely illusory 

except that they remain entrenched in the minds of several leading officials of 

Glamorgan CCC and Welsh Cricket Board. There is a financial adjustment to 

be made as a result of the  Welsh Cricket Board and Glamorgan CCC 

separating which will not be made up by ICC until such time as Wales 

achieves senior Associate status and or reaches a World Cup. Sponsorship 

and  Sport Wales may fill this hole. It may be that a phased reduction in the 

Glamorgan CCC/ECB support of Cricket Wales could be negotiated rather 

than a straight cut off.  

4 If there is a good sport business reason for ECB to stage a Test match at 

Cardiff then surely they will wish to pursue this option. There are plenty of 

precedents of neutral locations staging both Test matches and ODIs eg Abu 

Dhabi, Dubai, Nairobi, Toronto, Tangiers. and recently England hosted a 

Series between Australia and Pakistan. 

5 Wales has a much stronger and numerous recreational cricket sector than 

Scotland and Ireland combined. Indeed its recreational and youth cricket is 

comparable in terms of numbers with New Zealand and West Indies and not 
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far short of Sri Lanka. It is many times bigger than Test playing Zimbabwe. It 

has a well established coaching structure. 

6 Wales has better facilities and infrastructure than any Senior Associate 

member of ICC. It already has one Test ground, several others that have 

staged 1st Class  and Limited Over County Cricket. It has several hundred 

good club grounds as well independent school, some company and 

private  cricket  grounds as well as an MCCU. 

7 Wales competed for a decade in the Triple Crown Competition with Ireland 

and Scotland and an England Club Cricket XI(sometimes called NCA, ECB, 

Amateur etc) . This side did not win the competition but performed creditably 

enough. This was in effect Wales 2nd XI as no Glamorgan Staff cricketer 

played. 

8 Wales has already competed (without Glamorgan CCC players) in the 1979 

ICC Trophy when Argentina was refused visas. Wales with Glamorgan 

players has defeated England in an ODI in recent years. 

9 Wales already has a substantial cricket fan base in terms of spectators and 

TV viewers and Radio listeners far exceeding any Associate and probably 

matching New Zealand and West Indies. This provides a realistic basis for 

sponsorship and revenue leading to a potential sustainable full time 

professional set up to complement Glamorgan CCC. 

10 The position of Glamorgan CCC remains unchanged whether or not Wales 

achieves independent ICC status. Glamorgan CCC is a member of and 

guarantor of ECB. It receives funding from ECB primarily for competing in 

ECB competitions. There is some funding supposedly for development which 

may be lost if Wales achieves cricket independence. Likewise Cricket Wales 

Minor County competes in the ECB Minor County Competitions and 

presumably will continue to receive a share of MCA's funding. 

11 The status of the Cardiff MCCU may need to be reviewed but since its 

funding comes from MCC and not ECB not much need change here. There 
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may be an opportunity for expanding the facility under ICC and ECC auspices 

as it will be unique for an Associate tp have such an institution and there 

could an European Cricket element here. 

12 There will need to be some agreement between Glamorgan CCC and an 

independent Cricket Wales/Welsh Cricket Association of which it will be a 

member to release Welsh players for ICC competitions. As the vast majority 

of ICC international competition takes place in the Northern Hemisphere 

Winter, independent Wales will  add to the opportunities to play for Glamorgan 

players. 

13 Local Glamorgan players will need to make known whether they aspire to 

play for England or Wales. Unless Wales was to achieve test status quickly 

England would continue to poach or 'borrow' any outstanding Welsh cricketers 

just as they have Scots and Irish. 

14 This writer believes passionately that local cricket clubs whether just 

cricket clubs or multiple sports clubs are a very positive social force in every 

community that has one or more. Welsh youngsters, good at sport,  are much 

more likely to persevere with cricket if there is a Wales National team than if 

the only National Representative team is England and thus grow to love the 

game whether they make to the top or settle into club cricket. 

15 England and Wales Cricket Board has always been an anomaly from its 

outset and its decision to call itself ECB. From a calligraphy point of view 

eliminating the W is madness as it allows much more interesting logo 

design.  It also sends a signal that Wales is unimportant to ECB.  ECB has 

done precious little to promote the game  throughout Wales. ECB is indifferent 

to Welsh national aspirations at a time of mounting Welsh self awareness and 

pride. 

16 An independent Cricket Wales/Welsh Cricket Association/Wales Cricket 

Board has the opportunity of seizing the momentum of Welsh Nationalism 

together with  strong existing cricket activity at all levels   to fast develop  an 
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independent International team which will be at the forefront of senior 

Associates challenging for Test status. 

17 The propensity of the Welsh  people to support their national team  augurs 

well for an independent Cricket Wales irrespective of whether they play Papua 

New Guinea or India. 

18 An independent Cricket Wales/WCA/WCB provides both ECC and ICC 

with an additional country in which to play international competitions on 

grounds of outstanding quality compared with most senor Affiliates. 

I do urge the National Assembly For Wales to support the application for 

independent membership of the the International Cricket Council and to 

support the new independent Cricket Board For Wales. 

  Michael Blumberg November 16th 2011 

  

Michael Blumberg is the former editor and founder of Club Cricket Weekly 

Newspaper and,Club Cricket Monthly and Cricket World Monthly 

magazines  as well as the website Cricketworld.com. He has played club 

cricket for fifty years in UK and also in some thirty plus other cricket countries. 

He is a member of the Cricket Writers Club. 

 One of his editorial specialities was ICC affairs and new cricket countries. He 

had a hand in many a new country's application to ICC from Vanuatu to 

Greece. He reported extensively on the former Triple Crown Competition in 

which Wales competed. He also help set up and reported on a Welsh Club 

Cricket sponsorship with Welsh Brewers. Throughout his 17 year tenure with 

Club Cricket and Cricket World he wrote on Welsh Club Cricket, Welsh 

Leagues, Welsh Club Cricketers, Glamorgan CCC and Glamorgan cricketers.   
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PET(4)-07-11 p11a 

P-03-313 Animal Welfare (Breeding of Dogs) (Wales) Regulations 
2011 

Petition Wording: 

We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government 
to undertake further consultation with hobby breeders and not to implement 
the proposed Animal Welfare (Breeding of Dogs) (Wales) Regulations 2011 
until this has been completed. 
 
It is evident from the drafting of the proposed legislation there was a 
fundamental ignorance of the position of hobby breeders in Wales, many of 
whom have international reputations as breeders of sound healthy dogs that 
are fit for function. The composition of the committee who drew up this 
proposed legislation, was fundamentally flawed as it took no account of the 
numerous hobby breeders resident in Wales. All hobby breeders welcome 
any method to clamp down on unscrupulous puppy farmers. It is our 
contention that adding more legislation to that which is already there & not 
effectively enforced, is counter productive in the efforts to curtail the 
activities of unlicensed puppy farmers & their reprehensible practices. 

Submitted by: Colin Richardson 

First considered by the Committee: 25 January 2011 

Number of signatures: 825 

 

Agenda Item 3.4
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Hi Sarita 
 
we have had one meeting with officials from the CVO. WE are not sure 
whether they will take on board what we have suggest. They have said that 
they will be coming back to us before they issue a revised  Animal Welfare 
(Breeding of Dogs)(Wales) Regs 2011.   
 
We will have to wait and see what happens at the moment, certainly we came 
away from the meeting feeling that they were only going through the 
motions, in fact one of the CVO staff was openly hostile and another quite 
dismissive. 
 
Our expectations of influencing any of their preconceived ideas is quite low. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Colin 
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PET(4)-07-11 p12a 

P-04-333 Stop neglect and abandonment of horses and 
ponies by enforcement of microchipping laws 

Petition wording:  

The Society for the Welfare of Horses and Ponies has been inundated with 
calls for assistance from concerned members of the public, horse owners 
and the Police for horses found abandoned, neglected and injured.  Many 
have been injured from wandering on to the roads causing great risk to 
Motorists. 

None of these horses are microchipped which has been a legal requirement 
for foals born after July 2009 which means the owners cannot be traced.  We 
call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government to 
ensure effective enforcement of microchipping and Equine passports as laid 
down in the 2009 Legislation. 

Petition raised by: The Society for the Welfare of Horses and Ponies 

Date petition first considered by Committee: 11 October 2011 

Number of signatures: 2114 

 

Update: The Committee will consider this petition for the first time. 

 

 

 

 

Agenda Item 3.5
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Dear Sirs, 

 

In response to P-04-333 I would like to submit the following comments: 

 

Current Equine Passport Legislation is not being enforced in Wales as robustly as is needed. There 

exists a real problem of both abandoned and illegally grazing equines across Wales. Legislation was 

introduced in 2009 with the intention of identifying every equine with an owner. When welfare 

problems arise identification of an owner would assist those persons or organisations involved in 

dealing with abandoned and illegally grazing equines as well as abuses of the 2006 Animal Welfare 

Act. 

 

There also needs to be a clear strategy for animals which are found to be abandoned where no 

owner can be traced. 

 

Welfare Charities have done much to assist Local Authorities in policing the 2006 Animal Welfare 

Act. Providing training, a collection, transport and rehoming service. Nearly always services are 

provided free of charge. The relationships built between the two respective arms of the equine 

welfare network across Wales, should be further enhanced. However the failure to enforce 

fundamental Passport / Microchip legislation will not benefit these relationships nor our ability to 

enforce the 2006 Act. 

 

Kind Regards 
 

Philip 
 

Philip York 

Head of Equine Operations 

Bransby Home of Rest for Horses 
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Background 
 
I am Chairman of The Welsh Local Authorities Animal Health and Welfare Panel.  I am 
also Lead Officer for the UK Animal Health and Welfare Panel on Welfare, Transport, 
Import/Export and Equine Issues. 
 
I sit on a number of DEFRA project boards which includes Equine Passports.  I also 
represent local authorities on the National Equine, Health and Welfare Strategy along with 
various other national groups. 
 
Equine passport legislation was first introduced into the UK in January 1998.  In February 
2005 the legislation changed to introduce new European regulations. 
 
On the 1st October 2009 the legislation again changed to bring Wales into full compliance 
with commission regulation 504/2008.  This saw the introduction of micro-chipping of 
equines. 
 
Local Authorities have a statutory duty to enforce Animal Health Legislation and all local 
authorities in Wales normally allocate this duty to the Trading Standards Service or 
Environmental Health Service under the umbrella of the Public Protection Department. 
 
Local authorities receive payment for undertaking statutory responsibilities from central 
Government by way of the R.S.G. if new legislation would require resources to be provided 
by Local Authorities to enforce the legislation. 
 
At the time of the introduction of equine passport legislation DEFRA stated:- 
 

“This legislation will not place any burdens on local authorities and therefore 
workload will not increase.  No extra monies will be allocated to local authorities or 
enforcement.  In addition we would like to see a light touch enforcement policy”. 

 
Following the foot and mouth disease outbreak of 2001 local authorities received extra 
funding under an agreed framework (which covered the extra workload resulting from the 
outbreak). 
 
The funding enabled local authorities to appoint staff for both enforcement activities and 
data input.  This funding continues until 2015 but is now on yearly reductions.  2011/12 
being the first year and this reduction amounted to 30%, next year sees a further 16% 
reduction. 
 
These reductions along with the general cuts for local authorities is resulting in staff losses 
in Animal Health and Welfare.  There was another source of income for this local authority 
function which ended on 31st March 2011.  This was to fund the “Companion Animal 
Welfare Enforcement Scheme”. 
 
Following the introduction of the Animal Welfare Act 2006 which is a non-statutory function 
but local authorities along with Police are given powers to enforce it was direct funding 
from Welsh Government for a period of three years. 
 
The funding applied to baseline work and special projects.  As a consequence Wales was 
seen to be leading the UK on Animal Welfare and both The Welsh Government and Welsh 
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Local  Authorities were held in high esteem by other Governments, but more importantly 
by welfare organisations and the general public. 
Within Wales a considerable amount of work undertaken centred on equines.  Two major 
projects were undertaken both of these lasting for the lifetime of the scheme. 
 
“Operation Mustang” being undertaken by Cardiff which looked at strays and tethered 
horses and horses placed on land which they had no right to be on. 
 
 
“Is Equine Welfare a Problem in North East Wales” was led by Wrexham and shared with 
Denbighshire and Flintshire. 
 
This project was chosen as a result of prosecutions taken under the act.  Four major 
equine prosecutions occurred within the two of the counties and one just in England.   
 
One of the two prosecutions in Wrexham although a successful resulted in the owner of 
the equines being sent to prison the authority ended up being out of pocket by £180,000.  
The project quickly became all embracing due to statutory and non-statutory work being 
inseparable.  The report was submitted to Welsh Government O.C.V.O. on 31st March 
2011. 
 
The findings show major problems not only with welfare but equine ID and passports. 
 
Questions you pose 
 
1) Do you feel that the action called for is reasonable and/or feasible? 
 

I believe the action called for is both reasonable and feasible but does not go far 
enough. 
 
There are a number of reasons why we need stronger enforcement within the 
equine sector but it should be looked at as a broader issue than just the petition. 
 
Due to the petition only concentrating on micro-chipping it must be appreciated if 
the rest of the legislation is not enforced the micro-chip is valueless. 
 
Micro-chips show the following detail: 
 
Country of Origin 1st three digits 
Manufacturer  2nd three digits 
Identification  last nine digits 
 
The details of micro-chips would only be useful for tracing purposes if the breeder 
still owns the equine or when an equine has changed ownership the passport was 
returned to the issuing P.I.O. or change of detail. 
 
The passport / micro-chip are genuine 
 
The equine has only one micro-chip implanted 

 
Action is called for due to a number of reasons:- 
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Passports and micro-chips are primarily required by legislation to protect the human 
food chain. 
They can assist in disease control by identifying owners so allowing tracing of 
movements and locations to be arrived at quicker.  (Becoming more important was 
exotic equine disease becoming nearer to Wales). 

 
Tourism and Trade 
 
Wales relies heavily on tourism welfare incidents could persuade the public to shy away 
from visiting and holidaying in Wales. 
 
Trade is estimated to be worth approximately £3000 per equine in Wales.  This represents 
a significant income if this was threatened due to disease outbreak and controls applied.  It 
could prove catastrophic to the Welsh Equine Industry. 
 
The Tri-Partite Agreement between France, Ireland and the UK only requires equines to 
be moved on their passport, health inspection and certification is not required. 
 
This again relies on the chip and passport being genuine and complete. 
 
Local authority enforcement highlights many problems in these areas and produces a 
mindset that the system is unreliable. 
 
I believe Question Two is answered by the same answer as given to Question One. 
 
Question 3 
 
What are the barriers to enforcing micro-chipping? 
 
The main barrier to enforcing micro-chipping is that the whole of the legislation requires 
enforcement.  You cannot just take one article from the regulation and enforce that in 
isolation.  Each article relies on one another. 
 
The reasons have been explained for the barriers in the opening background remarks.  
Lack of resource provided to local authorities to enforce.  Lack of Government interest in 
the equine sector until the exotic equine diseases start to appear in Europe appear to me 
to be the main barriers. 
 
I would be prepared to give evidence in person. 
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1. Do you feel that the action called for is reasonable and/or feasible? 
 
Local Authorities have had a duty to enforce the Horse Passport Wales 
Regulations since its introduction in 2005. However without an increase in 
funding levels, the Local Authority approach has to take into consideration 
resources and associated priorities. The introduction of the requirement to 
microchip foals and other equines born after July 2009 has not brought with it 
increased funding for enforcement either. There has been no direction from 
central government to increase levels of enforcement within the current priorities 
and therefore Local Authorities have to consider what is feasible on a local level 
within current resources. 
 

2. Do you feel that microchipping is being effectively enforced? 
 
Local Authorities are reactive in their enforcement practices rather than pro 
active due to the resource issue. There is no evidence to show that there have 
been increased demands placed on Local Authorities to investigate horse 
passport complaints. Any investigation undertaken may not result in prosecution, 
as it may not be considered appropriate or in the public interest.  
 
 

3. What are the barriers to enforcing microchipping? 
 
There are numerous barriers that Local Authorities are faced with when enforcing 
the Horse Passport Regulations, not just the microchipping aspect. There are 
resource implications for Authorities. These investigations can also be timely, 
and take months getting through the court system, only to be considered minor 
technical offences. 
 
There is currently no requirement to register as an equine premise / keeper so 
the numbers and movements are therefore unknown. 
 
There is no central database that maintains a register of all equines. Tracing the 
passport issuing organisation, and having integrity in the system is not always 
straight forward. Obtaining information from these parties, can prove difficult and 
hinder enforcement. 
 
There is no requirement for keepers to keep a record of movements or sales, 
which does not assist with microchipping enforcement, nor would it in a disease 
situation. 
 
Passport Issuing Organisations only require the purchaser to notify them of a 
transfer of ownership. If the buyer does not do this, and the horse passes hands 
several times, the new owner becomes untraceable, and enforcement action can 
be difficult. If the seller and purchaser had to notify the authority of the sale, then 
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this would make things easier. If there was a fine imposed for failing to do so, as 
with a car log bog, then I believe this would encourage keepers to ensure the 
records are up to date. 
 
The current low value of some horses, means that ownership is sometimes 
handed over many times and proving the transaction took place can be 
extremely difficult. 
 
Stray horses are problematic for Local Authorities. Whilst there is an expectation 
for LA’s to deal with stray animals, currently there is only a responsibility on them 
to deal with stray dogs. External agencies can become frustrated with this, and 
can often say that there is a welfare problem, rather than a straying issue in order 
to get the matter resolved. If a central database was introduced then it would be 
useful for  landowners to be given access to identify owners of stray horses in 
order to deal with this problem. 
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Annwyl Rhodri 

 

Diolch am eich neges. 

 

Please find below some points of information to consider in respect of the proposed Petition: 

 

· Weatherbys has had a mandatory microchipping rule for over 10 years, significantly 

predating the Legislation. It is not understood to have been difficult to impose. 

· Microchipping is being enforced by UK Passport Issuing Organisations at point of passport 

issue, in the majority of cases. For a list of Passport Issuing Organisations please see 

www.nedonline.org.uk. The barriers to enforcement of passport Legislation at a local level 

could very likely be ones of insufficient resource/cost of implementation and lack of 

awareness about the equine species by enforcement bodies. It is likely that equine 

organisations may be able to assist with awareness raising on a practical level if required. 

Please contact us to facilitate this if you see fit. 

· There are many events where equines collect to compete or show, where adherence to 

passport Legislation could be checked. The more examples there are of passport checks 

being effected, the greater the awareness is likely to become of the Legislative requirement. 

· Microchipping has been mandatory for every horse at first registration, since July 2009, 

whether it is a foal or not (this therefore means adult horses which were not passported 

prior to July 2009). 

· It may be the case that in the situations you refer to in your letter, a targeted approach 

could be considered. Perhaps a practical, cost-effective solution could be provided whereby, 

for example, a Passport Issuing Organisation in conjunction with local vets (microchips may 

only be inserted by a veterinary surgeon) may be able to offer a packaged solution for 

microchipping and passporting where there are large numbers of unidentified equines in a 

population which give rise to concerns about welfare and public safety. 

 

CC BHIC committee, if you have anything to add please do let me know. 

 

Kindest regards 

 

Jan 

 

Jan Rogers 
Head of Equine Development 

  
British Equestrian Federation 
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P-04-333 Stop neglect and abandonment of 
horses and ponies by enforcement of 
microchipping laws 

 

Petition wording: 

The Society for the Welfare of Horses and Ponies has been inundated with 
calls for assistance from concerned members of the public, horse owners and 
the Police for horses found abandoned, neglected and injured.  Many have 
been injured from wandering on to the roads causing great risk to Motorists. 

 None of these horses are microchipped which has been a legal requirement 
for foals born after July 2009 which means the owners cannot be traced.  We 
call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government to 
ensure effective enforcement of microchipping and Equine passports as laid 
down in the 2009 Legislation. 

 
The Response of The British Horse Society 
 

1. The British Horse Society (BHS) is also responding on behalf of the British 
Equestrian Federation (BEF). 
 
2. The BHS represents the interests of the 4.3 million people in the UK who 
ride or who drive horse-drawn vehicles.  With the membership of its Affiliated 
Riding Clubs and Bridleway Groups, the BHS is the largest and most 
influential equestrian charity in the UK. 
 
3. The BHS is committed to promoting the interests of horse riders and 
owners and the welfare of horses and ponies through education and training.  

4. The BEF is the national governing body for horse sports in the UK, affiliated 
to the Federation Equestre Internationale  The BEF is an umbrella 
organisation representing the interests of riders, vaulters and carriage drivers 
in Great Britain via 18 independent member bodies. 

5. Our response to the three question as set out in the consultation letter 
dated October 2011 are as follows: 
 
Question 1 - Do you feel that the action called for is reasonable and/or 
feasible?  
 
Answer -  It is considered that the action is reasonable and urges the 
National Assembly to identify the necessary resources to enforce the 
legislation. Many of the horses that have not been microchipped in 
accordance with the legislation are those that are more likely to end up being 
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slaughtered in the abattoir. Consequently failing to enforce the microchipping 
legislation is failing to protect the human food chain.   
 
Question 2 -   Do you feel that microchipping is being effectively enforced? 
 
Answer - The law regarding micro chipping and horse passports is not being 
effectively enforced. There are a considerable number of young horses in 
Wales that do not have a microchip.  It was recently reported in the press in  
South Wales that there were several hundred horses belonging to one 
individual many of which had no microchips or passports. It is understood that 
no legal action has been taken against this individual.  
 
Question 3 – What are the barriers to enforcing microchipping? 
 
Answer - The main problem to enforcing microchipping and horse passports 
appears to be the limited resources that are available to local authorities to 
enforce the current legislation, and the lack of officers in some Trading 
Standards departments with the necessary equine knowledge.  
 

 
6. The BHS is prepared to give evidence in person to the Committee. 
 
 
Dated 15 November 2011 
 
Mark Weston 
Director of Access, Safety and Welfare, 
The British Horse Society. 
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Watergrass Ltd T/A Abbey Veterinary Centres Main and Registered Office at: 
Registered Company Number 6481044  St Arvans Chambers 

Directors:  Hereford Road, Abergavenny 

R J Fisher BVSc MRCVS  Monmouthshire  NP7 5PR 

B E Hynes MA VetMB CertVC(Cardiology) MRCVS 

Abbey Equine Centre 

Llansabbath Barns 

Llanover 

Abergavenny 

NP7 9BY 

 

Tel: 01873 840069 

Fax: 01873 840739  

 

To whom it may concern 

 

As Veterinary Surgeons providing veterinary care to the horses and ponies rescued by the Society for 

the Welfare of Horses and Ponies (SWHP) we have close professional contact with many rescued 

horses and ponies which, contrary to legal requirements, are frequently not microchipped. This means 

that positive identification of their owners is extremely difficult. If, as the law requires, all adult horses 

and ponies are passported and microchipped, owners would be aware that they could be identified and 

held responsible for their animals. They would, therefore, be more likely to take better care of their 

animals. As most of the animals are in an advanced state of neglect by the time that they reach the care 

of the SWHP, we believe that enforcing this legislation would lead to a huge improvement in animal 

welfare. 

Currently, while many horses are being passported and microchipped these animals are in the care of 

the responsible horse-owning population. Little attempt appears to be made to ensure that the law is 

enforced effectively among the less responsible owners. 

Unfortunately, correct passporting and microchipping, while not expensive, is often not justified in the 

minds of many owners of animals, particularly when the animals themselves have a low economic 

value. However, if these animals were required to be individually identifiable it may discourage the 

indiscriminate breeding of large numbers of unwanted animals, and encourage more responsible horse 

management. 

 

R.J.Fisher, MRCVS, (Director) and E.Jones, MRCVS, (Manager), Abbey Equine Clinic, Llanover, 

Abergavenny.  
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NATIONAL ASSEMBLY FOR WALES’ 
PETITIONS COMMITTEE INQUIRY INTO 
STOPPING THE NEGLECT AND 
ABANDONMENT OF HORSES AND PONIES 
BY THE ENFORCEMENT OF 
MICROCHIPPING LAWS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Response from the Farmers’ Union of Wales 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
November 2011 
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NATIONAL ASSEMBLY FOR WALES’ PETITIONS COMMITTEE INQUIRY 
INTO STOPPING THE NEGLECT AND ABANDONMENT OF HORSES AND 
PONIES BY THE ENFORCEMENT OF MICROCHIPPING LAWS 
 
 
 
Response from the Farmers’ Union of Wales 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. The Farmers’ Union of Wales welcomes this opportunity to contribute to 

the Petitions Committee’s Inquiry into stopping the neglect and 
abandonment of horses and ponies by the enforcement of microchipping 
laws, with particular reference to the issues faced by farmers and graziers 
caused by the abandonment of unidentified equines on farm land in Wales. 
 

2. The Union previously responded1 to the Welsh Government consultation 
on ‘European Commission Regulation EC No. 504/2008 – Equine 
Identification’ which outlined the regulations for the compulsory 
microchipping of equines in Wales. 

 
3. The main impetus for EC Regulation 504/2008 was to strengthen the link 

between the animal and the information contained on its passport, 
particularly any medical treatment it had received, as a means of providing 
traceability for equines destined for the food chain.  In a UK context, the 
amount of horse meat consumed is very low and the export trade of 
equines destined for human consumption in other countries is insignificant. 

 
4. Therefore, the Union believed that the Regulations would only serve to 

increase bureaucracy and costs for keepers of horses and, once 
implemented, create significant welfare problems across Wales. 

 
 
Questions 
 
Question 1 
Do you feel that the action called for is reasonable and/or feasible? 
 
5. The Union believes that overriding reason why this petition was raised was 

due to the increasing number of horses and ponies being abandoned  and 
neglected particularly on areas of common land in South Wales. 
 

6. The FUW strongly condemns any cruelty which is inflicted on either 
domestic or farm animals and believes that agriculture in Wales has some 
of highest animal welfare standards in the European Union   These welfare 
standards are not only enforced in legislation but also by the Cross 

                                                 
1
  

http://www.fuw.org.uk/tl_files/FUW/article_images/ConsultationResponses/Consultation%20re
sponse%20Equine%20Identification.pdf 
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 3  

Compliance standards which farmers have to adhere to as part of their 
Single Farm Payment contract. 

 
7. The Union believes that the imposition of the 2009 Regulations requiring 

all foals born after July 2009 (in addition to adult horses not previously 
identified) to be microchipped is one of the major reasons why an 
increasing number of horses and ponies are being abandoned as owners 
either do not want to or are not able to afford a passport or pay for 
microchipping. The current economic climate is certainly contributing to 
this problem which is of increasing concern to the Union. 

 
8. Abandoned equines represent a significant issue for graziers and/or the 

grazing associations on a number of commons on which many are being 
abandoned.  Often the owners of these horses do not have any grazing 
rights on the common which then impacts on the legitimate graziers’ ability 
to graze their own stock and the lack of identification means there is no 
means of tracing the owner. 

 
9. In many situations, the graziers are left with no option but to remove these 

abandoned equines.  However, due to the requirements of the Equine 
Identification Regulations it is not possible to dispose of these animals 
without the expense of microchipping and obtaining a valid passport.  This 
can be extremely expensive for graziers as they have to bear the costs of 
meeting the Regulations before they can be moved or sold. 

 
10. The cost of microchipping a horse varies depending on the price charged 

by the local vet but it is in the region of £25 to £35 pounds2 with an 
application for a horse passport costing £253.   

 
11. The Union believes that a derogation should be sought from the 

Regulations to allow graziers to remove these animals from the area of 
land on which they have been abandoned for welfare reasons, without the 
need to incur the costs of microchipping and passporting these animals.  

 
12. Concerns have also been raised by members regarding the need to 

microchip horses, as part of submitting a retrospective application for a 
passport, particularly those older horses owned and kept on the farm for 
most of their lives which will never leave or enter the food chain.  
 

13. While the Union accepts that these horses will need to have a passport, it 
believes that they should be exempt from the requirements of 
microchipping.  
 

14. The FUW also believes that the stricter enforcement of the Regulations 
will, at a time of severe budget cuts, inevitably lead to an increase in costs 
for Local Authorities and the Welsh Government without actually removing 
the root cause of the issue which is owners abandoning their horses as 
they are not willing, or can’t afford to, adhere to the Regulations. 

 

                                                 
2
  http://www.horseandhound.co.uk/news/397/198227.html 

3
  http://www.bhs.org.uk/Horse_Care/Passports/FAQS.aspx 
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Question 2 
Do you feel that microchipping is being effectively enforced? 
 
15. The Union firmly believes that the microchipping Regulations are being 

effectively enforced within the agricultural sector.  As part of the Inspection 
process for the Single Farm Payment, any equines present on the farm, 
require valid passports and, if applicable, need to be microchipped.   

 
16. The Union also believes that the microchipping Regulations are being 

effectively enforced as part of the sale of horses and ponies, either 
privately or through auctions, including specialist auctions for semi-feral 
horses and ponies. 

 
Question 3 
What are the barriers to enforcing microchipping? 
 
17. The Union believes that the main barrier to enforcing the microchipping 

Regulations is the difficulties posed in identifying the owners of animals 
which have been abandoned. 
 

18. As outlined above, this represents a significant issue for farmers especially 
if the animal has been abandoned on agriculture or common land. 

 
19. The Union also believes that any increased enforcement would have 

considerable cost implications for owners, Local Authorities and the Welsh 
Government with only minimal improvements in compliance with the 
Regulations. 

 
 
 
 
 
17th November 2011 
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T! Llywodraeth Leol 
Rhodfa Drake 
CAERDYDD CF10 4LG 
Ffôn: 029 2046 8600 
Ffacs: 029 2046 8601 
 
www.wlga.gov.uk

Our Ref/Ein Cyf:    
Your Ref/Eich Cyf: P-04-333 
Date/Dyddiad:    17 November 2011  
Please ask for/Gofynnwch am:  Simon Wilkinson  
Direct line/Llinell uniongyrchol: 029 2046 8657 
Email/Ebost:    simon.wilkinson@wlga.gov.uk  

 
Mr. Rhodri Wyn Jones 
Team Support – Petitions Committee 
Committee Service  
National Assembly for Wales  
 
 

Dear Mr Jones, 
 

WLGA response to National Assembly for Wales Petitions 
Committee Consultation: P-04-333 STOP NEGLECT AND 

ABANDONMENT OF HORSES AND PONIES BY ENFORCEMENT 
OF MICROCHIPPING LAWS 

 
The Welsh Local Government Association (WLGA) represents the 22 
local authorities in Wales, and the three national park authorities, the 
three fire and rescue authorities, and four police authorities are 
associate members.   
 
It seeks to provide representation to local authorities within an 
emerging policy framework that satisfies the key priorities of our 
members and delivers a broad range of services that add value to 
Welsh Local Government and the communities they serve. 

I am pleased to provide this information on behalf of the twenty two 
local authorities in Wales. 

1. Do you feel that the action called for is reasonable and/or 
feasible?

The WLGA believes that the action called for is reasonable. However, 
it is not considered feasible without appropriate funding being made 
available to local authorities to ensure enforcement happens in a 
timely, consistent, appropriate and proportionate manner.

Legislation has been in force since 2009 making it a requirement to 
microchip foals and any other equines not already identified and 
supported by a valid passport.  It is the duty of the local authority to 
enforce this legislation. What is reasonable and feasible would 
depend on many factors locally - none more relevant than the 
available resource and strategic and operational priorities of both local 
and central government.

 

Printed on recycled paper - Wedi’i argraffu ar bapur eildro 
The WLGA welcomes correspondence in Welsh or English - Mae WLGA yn croesawu gohebiaeth yn Gymraeg neu Saesneg 
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Since equine identification was introduced in 2005, local authorities have received no 
funding for this area of work. Hence most do what they are able, within their current 
resource levels.

2. Do you feel that microchipping is being effectively enforced?

It may be considered that the legislation it is not being effectively enforced but based on the 
resource available most local authorities are hamstrung into being reactive rather than 
proactive in their enforcement duties.

Due to conflicting local and national priorities, lack of resource and the “better regulation” 
agenda; local authorities increasingly visit and inspect premises on an intelligence led 
basis.

It would appear that few incidents relating to equines are being reported to local autnorities. 
 There are however hot spots of activity in Wales, where the level of horse related incidents 
create significant problems for under resourced local authorities – and consequently the 
public, businesses and communities generally. 

Local authorities must also to consider the public interest tests during any investigation 
which may lead to prosecution - it can be the case that appropriate action for an incident 
has been taken, however, this may not always be through formal action in the courts.

3. What are the barriers to enforcing microchipping? 

! Resources
! No requirement to register equine premises makes the scale of the problem an 

unknown quantity
! Lack of knowledge by some sectors - e.g private keepers and in some cases 

professionals - vets not asking for passports when treating. 
! Not having a central database of owners/keepers and moves can hinder 

enforcement. It is resource and time intensive for enforcement officers to contact all 
issuing bodies in order to prove offences.

! No requirement for keepers to keep records of sales / transfer of ownership.
! The requirement to notify issuing body of "change of ownership" only relates to the 

buyer and not the seller.  If the buyer doesn't do this then the new keepers can often 
become untraceable and consequently no enforcement action can be taken.  The 
seller has no obligation to keep or report these details, unlike cattle, sheep and pigs 
which have to be recorded and reported by both parties. 

! The return of the ID document only relates to a sale - proving a transaction took 
place can be impossible in some instances.

 
If you require further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
Simon Wilkinson 
Regulatory services Policy Officer 
Welsh Local Government Association
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REGISTERED CHARITY No 266247 

Chairman: Mrs J MacGregor, MBE. Secretary Mrs A Davies  Patron: Sir Robert Hayman-Joyce 

THE SOCIETY FOR THE WELFARE 

OF HORSES & PONIES 
 

The Horse Hospital 
 

 

 

 

15
th

 November 2011 

 

Dear Sirs 

 

I first became involved with this Charity some forty years ago and in that time developed it with my late 

husband into the well respected charity that it is today, where the need for our services is greater than 

even. 

 

In recent years we have seen a surge in multiple equine ownership through indiscriminate breeding.  In 

90% of the cases we have brought in, there is no microchip and whilst in the majority of cases we know 

the owners, this cannot be proven for a case to be brought against them for cruelty, neglect and breaking 

the law. 

 

When horses in large numbers are illegally dumped on land without the owner’s permission it is usually 

on badly fenced land.  The result is that these horses easily break out in search for food and cause chaos 

and danger to themselves and humans on the highway.  Considerable police time is taken up by these 

situations.  Sadly it is a tragedy waiting to happen.  It also means that the Landowner is responsible for 

the welfare of these animals which he doesn’t even want on his land and which were put there without his 

agreement. 

 

It is really time that the micro-chipping laws which are in place be enforced.  It will take time and money 

to set up but I believe Wales should lead the way (This is a National problem). 

We are currently dealing with a situation near Cardiff Airport where 100 young colts were dumped.  It is 

alleged that the owner has now removed 70 and taken them to West Wales and has left 35 behind.  There 

is no water in this field and we are having to monitor it.  This owner is well known throughout the U.K. 

and particularly to Welfare and Trading Standards Officers throughout Wales. 

There needs to be a central database along with passports to control this abuse and wilful neglect.  In two 

cases we have found a microchip which has been implanted by the owner, which is illegal. But there is no 

record of this and it is not a known number. 

 

With colts fetching less than £10 it means that it is not cost effective to castrate (approx £150), passport 

and microchip (from £50.00). 

 

I have briefly outlined my thoughts on the need for the micro-chipping law to be enforced and would 

welcome the opportunity to invite your Petitions Committee to Coxstone to see first-hand what we have 

to deal with on a daily basis. 

 

We believe that the strict implementation of the micro-chipping law would make a huge difference to the 

serious welfare issues that exist. Whilst it would be costly to set up, in the long term it would save 

valuable resources not just of the police, fire service and charities like ours, but also the local authorities; 

monitoring, rounding up and being ultimately responsible for these animals and any veterinary treatment.  

I am enclosing some photographs of some of our recent cases and look forward to hearing from you in 

due course. 
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REGISTERED CHARITY No 266247 

Chairman: Mrs J MacGregor, MBE. Secretary Mrs A Davies  Patron: Sir Robert Hayman-Joyce 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Mrs Jennifer MacGregor, M.B.E 

Chairman 

 

 

 

     
MRS TIGGYWINKLE Before and After Pictures 

 

   
ELOISE Before and After Pictures  
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For the Attention of the Committee Clerk 
  
  
Dear Sirs, 
  
Re:  The Society for The Welfare of Horses and Ponies Petition for the Microchipping Laws to 
be enforced. 
  
We write in support of the Petition calling on the Welsh Assembly Government to implement the 
microchipping laws. 
  
Having been associated with this Charity for more than 15 years we have seen a great increase in the 
numbers  of cases we are called to attend and subsequently have to take into our care.   
  
These past three years have also seen large groups of horses, particularly colt foals dumped 
illegally on land ranging from Industrial Estates, council land and privately owned fields.  These 
groups can range in numbers from 10 to 70 and indeed last year we were inundated with calls from 
the Bridgend area where the number of horses were in the region of 200 some getting loose on the 
road.  The majority of neglect is not caused through lack of funds but indiscriminate over breeding 
where there is no market for these equines.   
  
The amount local authorities must be spending out of public funds to take care of some of these 
situations is surely  substantial. We are constantly receiving reports of loose horses on the roads and 
in some cases being killed or badly injured, it is only a matter of time before there is a human 
tragedy.  Valuable Police time is also being taken up in receiving reports of these horses and also 
having to remove them from busy highways. 
  
In the past eighteen months there have been instances where we have had to involve the help of the 
Fire Service.  In one case 15 Fire Officers spent approximately eight hours with three Rescue vehicles 
working into the night (please see photograph of Martina send under separate cover) 
  
Last Autumn the Fire Service again came to our rescue when a young colt was found in a stream 
taking approximately ten fire officers two hours to manually winch the animal which  was in a dreadful 
condition to the surface where it required immediate life saving attention.  Due to the dedicated care 
and expertise received from SWHP both animals have made a full recovery. 
  
There is a real urgency for the Microchipping laws to be enforced and we feel certain that it would 
help control the appalling indiscriminate breeding that abounds and which would subsequently reduce 
the amount of abuse and neglect  found  in equines. 
  
Whilst it will take some time and thought to set up a suitable enforcement programme it is a situation 
that needs to be addressed as a matter of urgency and we would urge the Petitions Committee to 
take this Petition forward. 
  
As Trustees we would very much like to invite the Petitions Committee to visit SWHP Horse Hospital 
to see the work first hand and to have the opportunity to discuss our concerns more fully. 
  
We look forward to hearing from you in due course and in the meantime would be pleased to answer 
any further questions or assist in any way.  We are also forwarding under separate cover some 
newsletters which highlight some of our work. 
  
Our thanks once again for your interest in this matter 
  
Sian Lloyd              Stuart Davies 
  
Trustee                   Trustee 
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P-03-136 Parking in the Heath and Birchgrove areas of 
Cardiff 

 
Petition wording 
 
We would ask the Welsh National Government to: 

 
1. Advise the Cardiff and Vale NHS trust to: 
 

• provide sufficient parking on site for its staff and visitors 
by seeking suitable areas for hospital parking on site and 
on land such as the derelict area north of the allotments 
opposite Heath Hospital on the other side of Eastern 
Avenue 

 
• decentralise some of the services already on the Heath site 

and 
 

• cease selling hospital land in Cardiff and the surrounding 
area for housing. 

 
2. Recommend Cardiff County Council to: 
 

• refuse planning permission for further development on 
the Heath Hospital site unless a unit is removed from the 
site which has an equal traffic impact 

 
• discourage multi-occupation development in the area and 

 
• introduce limited time parking in streets within walking 

distance of Heath hospital. 
 
3. Consider within the Assembly the introduction of a system 
which would allow local groups to appeal to the Assembly when 
the council gives planning permission for a development which 
residents consider will exacerbate the problem of parking in the 
area. 
 

Petition raised by: Cllr. Ron Page 
 
Petition first considered by Committee: 22 May 2008 
 
Number of signatures: 500+ 
 
 
 

Agenda Item 4.1
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PET(4)-07-11 p13d Correspondence from Petitioner 24.11.11 

Page 1 of 7 

 

The Petition Committee and the Health Minister: November 29th 2011 

 

A petition has been before the petitions committee for the last three and a half 

years without any resolution.  

The motivation for bringing the petition was the problem caused by vehicles, 

used by people going to Heath Hospital, being left on the streets nearby. Since 

the petition was raised the situation has greatly worsened, caused in part by 

the additional services that have been brought to the hospital. These additions 

include the PET scanner, the construction of the Woman’s unit, neurosurgery, 

neurosciences, and the new medical school. Work on the children’s hospital is 

still ongoing. 

 

At last there is some movement, insomuch that the Minister for Health is due 

to answer questions from you in the Senedd. 

This is now a crucial juncture as, dependent on the answers given by the 

Health minister to relevant enquiries raised by the petitions committee, you 

ought to be able to decide a way forward for yourselves. Your conclusion might 

be either that the petitions committee does indeed have a role to play, or that 

there is nothing further you can do. 

 

It is extremely important that the questions asked of the minister are relevant, 

and that they get to the heart of the problem. When Heath Residents 

Association raised queries at a liaison meeting with hospital authorities in 

relation to the Sustainable Travel Plan, the chairman of that meeting said that 

it was not our place to scrutinize them by asking in-depth questions. Even 

though the questions arose from the plan itself, were straightforward, and had 

been forwarded in advance of the meeting. 

 

So, prior to your meeting with the Health Minister, Heath Residents 

Association is laying out our concerns, and some examples of the questions we 

would liked asked at your meeting. 

 

1. The Sustainable Travel Plan 

 

From the outset this plan was flawed. The hospital committee charged 

with the responsibility to compile the report worked for 12 months 

before issuing copies to the ward Councillors and others. Two days later 

it was presented to Heath Residents Association, but in the meantime it 

had had to been substantially changed.  (Your committee had been 

supplied with copies of the Introduction previously) 
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A lot of the facts in the introduction were found to be wrong, and 

were subsequently altered, but because of the shortness of time we 

received the document without the body of the report having been 

checked. We submitted nine pages of queries and questions outlining 

the errors, and the report was amended again prior to being handed 

to the Health Minister. 

Yet this is the document that is being relied upon as a basis for 

sensible discussion. 

 

Possible QUESTION 

Does the health Minister believe this is a reliable document to work 

from? 

         

a) How the Survey was conducted 

The Sustainable Travel Plan starts by saying that it “has been 

developed to generate benefits to the Trust, the staff, patients and 

visitors and for the wider community”. 

To achieve this, the survey would have to be quite wide- ranging to 

encompass all those mentioned. What took place was quite different. 

The so called survey was in fact only a request to those wanting a 

permit for parking within the hospital grounds to apply by returning 

the issued form. It had nothing to do with how the staff got to work, 

or what form of transport visitors used, and did not address any of 

the problems of the wider community. 

 

Possible QUESTION 

Does the Health Minister feel that the way the “survey” was carried 

out satisfactorily addressed the quoted reasons given for 

developing the plan? 

 

b) STAFF NUMBERS 

The number of hospital staff quoted in the Sustainable Travel Plan is 

8,000 but its accuracy is questionable. Over the years attempts have 

been made to determine how many people are actually employed on 

site. The lowest estimate is 10,000 (this figure includes 1,000 

students). 

The hospital site is occupied by a number of different groups and a 

more definitive answer has never been forthcoming. The site is 

occupied by the Hospital, the Dental Hospital, and the University. The 

total figure of people who use the site should have been the major 
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starting point for the plan but this appears not to be the case. How 

one can work out transport requirements without knowing how 

many one is providing it for is a mystery is not common knowledge. 

 

Possible QUESTION 

Does the Health Minister agree with the above observations? If so, 

how has she attempted to obtain the necessary statistics? 

 

c) HOW THE OBJECTIVES SET OUT IN PARA 2.3 WERE TO BE ACHIEVED 

In this section we look at the new ideas being considered by the 

Authority that will enable them to achieve the objectives set out. 

 

i) New Bus Routes - We do not believe there are any new bus 

routes. Recently when the Authority decided to exclude all 

staff living within a 7 mile radius from holding permits, it was 

found that there were no buses running from near their homes 

to the hospital at the times they needed, especially early in the 

morning and late at night. 

The reception desk of the hospital was recently asked for a 

timetable and route planner for buses to and from the 

hospital. The receptionist stated they used to have them but 

had not had any for the last 3 or 4 months. 

ii) Park and ride services – Although this was included in the 

original plan, to date there are no park and ride services to the 

hospital. The only one being talked about is at Pentwyn. This 

facility would only be able to take a very small percentage of 

staff, and if it ever comes to fruition, it cannot be seen as the 

answer to all problems. 

iii) Introduction of inter hospital shuttle – At a liaison meeting 

with the hospital HEATH RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION  were given 

to understand that this was already up and running. When 

asked as to its usefulness, they were unable to say as it had 

never been monitored. 

iv) New and Improved Cycle routes – This is quite easy to deal 

with, there are none, only additional signs showing the Taff 

trail. 

v) More Priority for Pedestrians, cyclist and buses- There is no 

evidence that any of this has been introduced. 

vi) More car parking for patients and visitors - There is no sign of 

any progress in this area. In fact it is probably true to say that 
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with the increase of services at the hospital, proportionately 

there are less parking places. 

vii) Car parking reviews and allocation of permits –Permits have 

recently been re-issued (1
st

 November 2011). It is not known 

whether any review has taken place, and more likely the 

process was carried out because the number of permits issued 

was previously over the prescribed limit (3,500). 

 

viii) (Tighter control over parking on the streets – The hospital 

states that this factor was considered even though they had no 

jurisdiction, and that they would work with the Local Authority. 

Recent observation shows that the congestion on the roads 

around the hospital, and in the park adjacent to it, has got 

substantially worse. We have made requests for Petitions 

Committee members to see this for themselves and the same 

invitation has been offered to the Health Minister, but all 

requests have been turned down. In a recent survey carried 

out by Cardiff Council the Heath area had by far the highest 

return requesting the introduction of residential parking into 

streets already affected by congestion. This, even though 

residents realise they will have to pay for this system. 

The employees at the hospital tell of their frustration in finding 

a parking space, even in the official car park within Heath Park, 

which is now always totally filled. 

This leads to staff from the hospital using all other parts of the 

park, resulting in would-be park visitors not being able to 

come. 

The Council are now coming up with recommendations that 

will restrict parking within the park, the consequence being 

that bone fide park visitors may find themselves having to pay 

– the only park in Cardiff where this will happen. Of course it 

will also mean more cars on our roads. 

ix) Development of purposeful and focused communications 

package- Since the meeting of 2010 and the reorganisation of 

the hospital we have not had meetings with the management 

and therefore it would be difficult to comment on this.  

QUESTION 

What gives the Health Minister any expectation that the 

Sustainable Travel Plan can possibly play any part in 

alleviating the problems to the residents of Heath? 
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Staff already have an extremely stressful job, what will be 

done to alleviate the added problem of how to get to work 

and where to park? 

 

The next part of this report will deal with the targets set out in the 

Sustainable Travel Plan.  

 

a) Car Parking -A long term target to reduce staff car parking 

requirement. In the first year to achieve reduction of 400 

staff vehicles entering the site. (para 9.1) 

b) Car sharing- In the first year to increase car sharing by 12% 

rising to 15% by March 2011. (para  9.2) 

c) Public transport- In the first year without any 

improvements to increase passengers by 3% increasing to 

10% over a period of 3 to 5 years. (para 9.3) 

d) Cycling- To achieve a figure of 5% of staff regularly cycling 

to work (para 9.4) 

e) Motorcycles- To set a target of 2% of users by 2010 

f) Walking – To increase the number of walkers to 5% within 2 

years. (para 9.6) 

 

Possible QUESTIONS 

What action has been carried out to see whether any of the 

above targets have been met and what method was used? 

 

What are the results? 

 

The difficulty with these questions being answered goes right back to how the 

initial report was compiled. Only 4940 staff members filled in the 

questionnaire requesting a permit to park. To ascertain whether the above 

results have been achieved a survey of the same 4940 people would be 

necessary. 

In the recent re–issue of permits any member of staff could apply, whether or 

not they lived within the 7 mile limit. The policy was that those living within 

the limit would not have a permit unless they could show that their vehicle was 

used for work. No personal reasons were to be taken into consideration, 

although this, by necessity has had to change. 

If this is taken to its logical conclusion then this meant of the 4940 who applied 

in 2009, half would be disqualified from holding a new permit. The document 
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clearly states that of the 4940 people who responded 50% lived within the 7 

mile radius. 

The result of this would be that 2470 respondents to the 2009 permit release 

would now have to find other ways of getting to work or else park outside the 

hospital. 

 

In conclusion 

 

What will you, the petitions committee, do? 

 Will you accept the Sustainable Travel Plan as it stands or will you agree that it 

leaves a lot to be desired? 

Will the petition committee’s questions to the Health Minister be probing, 

based on an in-depth knowledge of the Plan, or will there just be questions for 

questions sake? (Having watched many Parliamentary Committees enquiring 

into matters, it is good to see their knowledge of the subject and the in depth 

and probing questions that they ask. They are also willing to state when they 

are not satisfied with answers, their dismay at the lack of information 

forthcoming and the failure by anybody in the attention to detail.) 

The Health Minister has recently been reported as stating that there will be 

consequences for the Health Board if they don’t meet their targets. Does this 

apply to this matter or is the SustainableTravel Plan just a paper exercise? 

 

Recently Heath Residents’ Association held a meeting for members when they 

were invited to ask questions of a selected panel on the problems caused by 

Hospital parking. The Health Minister was invited but declined the offer. We 

have also asked to meet her but this has also been declined. 

 

Julie MORGAN AM, present at the meeting, stated that she felt the Petitions 

Committee had learned lessons and would now be more effective. She also 

stated that she thought that your meeting with the Health minister on the 

November 29
th

 would give definitive answers. 

 

Mr. Neil PAUL, the manager at UHW in charge of the Sustainable Plan, who 

was also at the meeting, stated that the main reason for restricting permits to 

4000 was on the grounds of safety. 

 

Mr Paul Hollard, Deputy Chief Executive of Cardiff and Vale UHB was asked 

whether it would be feasible to construct more car parks on the site. He 

answered that he would have to say yes, but funds were limited. 
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The roads and park within the Heath area have been overwhelmed by cars 

directly linked to UHW for many years. Recently, due in part to the relocation 

of services to UHW and the re–issuing of permits, the problems have 

increased. This is not just a case where residents want their own parking space 

in front of their house; it is a paramount case of safety. Much of the 

congestion is on main roads and great difficulty is experienced when trying to 

enter or exit properties. Problems arise for household visitors, especially the 

elderly or those with young children, who have to park great distances from 

the relatives or friends they are visiting in the area. 

 

Heath Park is now just a car park for the hospital and the indiscriminate 

parking will one day result in an emergency vehicle being prevented getting to 

the location on the park where it is required. The council are working on 

proposals to alleviate this problem by resurfacing and lining out parking areas 

and they will also look to introduce limited waiting in areas that should be 

retained for park users.  

 

We believe that the hospital authorities have done nothing to address these 

problems either for their staff, patients and visitors or the wider community. 

We firmly believe that the Welsh Government have a responsibility to 

oversee them. 

 

What will the hospital authority do to show that the sustainable travel plan is 

not just a paper exercise? How will they bring about a resolution to these 

problems? 

 

If an accident does happen or a clinical procedure could not proceed because 

staff had not been able to get to work how long will it take before we hear 

the infamous words “lessons will be learned”?  

 

The first minister has stated that this government will be judged on 

its success to deliver for the people of Wales – well know this -we 

are those people to which he refers.  
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P-03-221 Improved NHS Chiropody Treatment 
 
Petition wording: 
We the Cynon Valley 50 plus Older People’s Forum wish to present a 
petition for improved Chiropody Service (footcare) to be available on 
the NHS especially for Older People who are housebound in the RCT 
area: 

Please sign our petition  

Petition raised by: Cynon Valley 50 plus Older People’s Forum 
 

Petition first considered by Committee: 9 June 2009 
 
Number of signatures: 49 
 

Supporting information: 

Agenda Item 4.2
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status of this document?  
Sincerely,’

U+787+;6E+1/-/8T/+0+1/=,6;=/+E6+E5/+/G08D3++
+
+U+50T/+1/T8/J/7+E5/+28;CE/=+6>+E5/+!/E8E86;R=+M6GG8EE//+70E/7+*+201-5+A(**+
6;+E58=+G0EE/1F+0;7+E5/:+1/>/1+E6+0+Z>61E5-6G8;L+-6;=CDE0E86;+/[/1-8=/R++
+
U+,56;/7+:6C1+6>>8-/+E670:+0;7+J0=+8;>61G/7+K:+:6C1+-6DD/0LC/+E50E+E5/+
H-6,8;L+HEC7:+=56CD7+K/+,CKD8=5/7+ZK/>61/+E5/+/D/-E86;+,/1867R3++95/;+U+0=B/7+
0K6CE+E5/+,6=E+,CKD8-0E86;+-6;=CDE0E86;+,/1867F+U+J0=+8;>61G/7+E50E+8E+G8L5E+K/+
Z=561E/;/7R3+
+
Q;+K/50D>+6>+E5/+S61CG=+8;+4M#F+U+0G+-6;-/1;/7+E50E+E5/+,6=E'-6;=CDE0E86;+
,/1867+J8DD+;6E+0DD6J+/;6CL5+E8G/+>61+6C1+,CKD8-F+T6DC;E01:+S61CG=F+G6=E+6>+
J58-5+G//E+8;+0DE/1;0E/+G6;E5=F+E6+1/=,6;7+8;+0+G/0;8;L>CD+J0:3+
+
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!D/0=/+,16T87/+E5/+S61CG=+J8E5+0;+/[,/-E/7+E8G/E0KD/+>61+,CKD8-0E86;+0;7+,6=E+
,CKD8-0E86;+-6;=CDE0E86;3+
+
I/-0C=/+E58=+8==C/+8=+T8E0D+E6+E5/+M:;6;+N0DD/:+O(P+S61CG+E50E+G//E=+6;+*O+
201-5F+U+J6CD7+0,,1/-80E/+0+1/=,6;=/+K:+;/[E+26;70:3+
+
\6C1=+E1CD:F+

Anthony M. D'Anna

50+ Forum Support Officer 

I did not receive a response to this email.  

I/-0C=/+U+J0=+L/EE8;L+;6J5/1/+J8E5+9VWF+U+EC1;/7+E6+MJG+#0>+]^I3++

Q;+*%+201-5F+A(**+U+J16E/+E5/+>6DD6J8;L+/G08D+E6+Y8-6D0+.0T8/=F+MJG+#0>+]^I?

^8F+
+
#58=+8=+0+>6DD6J+C,+E6+MD081/R=+/G08D+,16G,E/7+K:+G:+,56;/+-0DD+E6+5/1+E58=+
0>E/1;66;+
+
U+50T/+K//;+76LL/7D:+,C1=C8;L+E5/+S66E+M01/+H-6,8;L+HEC7:+J58-5+J0=+7C/+E6+
K/+,CKD8=5/7+K:+WJ/;70+#56G0=R=+6>>8-/+D0=E+=CGG/13++V,,01/;ED:+8E+8=+=E8DD+
J8E5+5/1+6>>8-/+0;7+7C/+E6+K/+,CKD8=5/7+Z>61+-6;=CDE0E86;+K/>61/+E5/+/D/-E86;3R+
+
V=+E5/+/D/-E86;+8=+8;+20:F+U+0G+E1:8;L+E6+L/E+0+-6,:+6>+E5/+HEC7:+8;+=C>>8-8/;E+
E8G/+E6+0DD6J+E5/+S61CG=+0;+6,,61EC;8E:+E6+,01E8-8,0E/+8;+E5/+-6;=CDE0E86;3+
+
Q;+*+201-5F+A(**F+E5/+YV9R=+!/E8E86;R=+-6GG8EE//+G/EF+0;7+0--6178;L+E6+8E=+
G8;CE/=?+
+
+

+ZP-03-221 Improved NHS Chiropody Treatment

The committee considered an update to this petition. 

Actions

The committee agreed to: 

·+ Write to Cwm Taf Local Health Board to ask that that they involve the 

petitioners in the forthcoming consultation exercise on social footcare;  
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·+ Write to the Minister for Health and Social Services to request that the 

Committee be kept informed with on the progress of the consultation’. 

.6+:6C+B;6J+J50E+Z>61E5-6G8;L+-6;=CDE0E86;R+E5/+!/E8E86;=+-6GG8EE//+8=+
1/>/118;L+E6_++^6J+76+J/+0==C1/+E5/+M:;6;+N0DD/:+S61CGF+E5/+618L8;0D+
,/E8E86;/1F+01/+B/,E+8;+E5/+D66,_+

M5//1=F+

Anthony M. D'Anna

50+ Forum Support Officer 

I did not receive a written response to this email either. 

^6J/T/1F+U+J0=+0==C1/7+E50E+8>+E5/+M:;6;+N0DD/:+S61CG+,16T87/7+8E=+1/=,6;=/+
E516CL5+E5/+MJG+#0>+]6-0D+^/0DE5+I6017F+6C1+-6GG/;E=+J6CD7+K/+8;-DC7/7+0=+
-6;=CDE//=3+

U+0G+>61J0178;L+E50E+E6+:6C+;6J+8;+E5/+0EE0-5G/;E=+/;E8ED/7+Z4/=,6;=/=+E6+H6-80D+
S66E-01/+8;+90D/=+H-6,8;L+HEC7:R3+

!D/0=/+-6;>81G+E50E+E58=+8=+E5/+-611/-E+0,,160-53+

+++

Anthony M. D'Anna 
50+ Forums Support Officer

VL/+M6;-/1;+261L0;;JL+]E7+
!18;-8,0D8E:+^6C=/+
4/01+6>+@*+#0>>+HE1//E+
!6;E:,1877+
MS@)+%#4+
#/D?++(*%%@+%`(X)(+
S0[?++(*%%@+%`(a)`+

From: Tony D'Anna  

Sent: 24 May 2011 16:12 

To: Denise!Jenkins 

Cc: 'Rhian Webber (Cwm Taf Local Health Board - Executive Directorate)' 
Subject: Response to the Scoping Study
+
./01+./;8=/F+
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+
VEE0-5/7+01/+E5/+1/=,6;=/=+6>+E5/+M:;6;+N0DD/:+O(P+S61CG+S66E+M01/+M0G,08L;+E6+
E5/+S66E+M01/+H-6,8;L+HEC7:3++
+
2/GK/1=+50T/+0=B/7+E50E+E5/=/+1/=,6;=/=+K/+>61J017/7+781/-ED:+E6+E5/+0,,16,180E/+
7/,01EG/;E=+8;+9/D=5+W6T/1;G/;E3+
+
M0;+:6C+07T8=/+0=+E6+E5/+K/=E+J0:+E6+76+E58=_+
+
\6C1=+E1CD:F+

Anthony M. D'Anna 
50+ Forums Support Officer
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Cynon Valley 50+ Older People’s Forum

4/=,6;=/=+E6+
+ZH6-80D+S66E+M01/+8;+90D/=R+

<C;/F+A(*(+
+

#5/+H6-80D+S66E-01/+M0G,08L;+6>+E5/+M:;6;+N0DD/:+O(P+QD7/1+!/6,D/R=+
S61CG+G/E+6;+*`+20:F+A(**F+1/T8/J/7+E5/+1/,61E+0;7+50=+E5/+>6DD6J8;L+
1/=,6;=/=+E6+E5/+ZH6-80D+S66E+M01/+8;+90D/=R+H-6,8;L+HEC7:3+
+
+
V3+ #5/+H6-80D+S66E-01/+M0G,08L;+J0=+>81=E+,CKD8-8=/7+8;+Q-E6K/1F+A((X3++#5/+

M:;6;+N0DD/:+O(P+S61CG+>8D/7+0+=C,,61E8;L+,/E8E86;+J8E5+E5/+Y0E86;0D+V==/GKD:+
8;+/01D:+A((`3+#5/+M:;6;+N0DD/:+O(P+S61CG+J0=+87/;E8>8/7+0=+0+=E0B/56D7/13+
95:+787+8E+E0B/+;/01D:+EJ6+:/01=+E6+-6G,D/E/+E58=+1/,61E_++

+
I3+ 95:+787+8E+E0B/+6T/1+/8L5E+G6;E5=+0>E/1+-6G,D/E86;+E6+1/D/0=/+E5/+1/,61E+>61+

-6;=CDE0E86;+6;+61+0K6CE+@*+201-5F+A(**_+
+
M3+ V=+J/+C;7/1=E0;7+8EF+E5/+1/=,6;=/=+01/+7C/+K:+E5/+/;7+6>+20:F+A(**3++95:+

01/;RE+T6DC;E//1+G/GK/1+61L0;8=0E86;=+=C-5+0=+E5/+S61CG=F+J58-5+G//E+
G6;E5D:F+0E+K/=EF+L8T/;+G61/+E8G/+E6+>61GCD0E/+0+1/=,6;=/_+

+
.3+ 4/-6GG/;70E86;+*A+=E0E/=?+“Where charges for social foot care are made 

to individuals, these should range between £10 and £15 per visit”3++9/+
78=0L1//+K/-0C=/+8;+6C1+/[,/18/;-/F+=6G/+=/1T8-/=+-501L/+D/==3++S61+
/[0G,D/F+9/DDK/8;L+4/L/;/10E86;+-501L/7+ba3O(+>61+E6/;08D+-CEE8;L3++H6G/+
,/6,D/+L/E+56G/+T8=8E+>66E-01/+>61+b*(3((3+

+
"3+ H/;E/;-/+%+6>+!010L10,5+XO+=56CD7+K/+G678>8/7+E6+8;-DC7/+E56=/+J8E5+8G,081/7+

/:/=8L5E+c,01E80D+KD8;7;/==d+0G6;L+E56=/+0E+18=B+6>+8;eC1:3+
+
+
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PET(4)-07-11 p15a 

P-03-222 National Osteoporosis Society 

 
Petition Wording 

 
The National Osteoporosis Society calls upon the National Assembly 
for Wales to urge the Welsh government to fully implement the Falls 
and Fractures Standard in the National Service Framework for Older 
People, ensuring that patients with and at risk of fragility fractures are 
identified, assessed and treated by Fracture Liaison Services (FLS) in all 
of the new Local Health Boards. We would like a FLS to be linked to 
every hospital that receives fragility fractures, and ask that the Welsh 
government insists upon universal provision of FLS’s across the NHS in 
Wales 

 
Petition raised by: National Osteoporosis Society 7 July 2009 
 
Petition first considered by Committee: 7 July 2009 
 
Number of signatures: 22 

Agenda Item 4.3
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Briefing for the Petitions Committee discussion on shared space 
15.11.2011  

From: The Guide Dogs for the Blind Association (Guide Dogs)  

Prepared by:

Andrea Gordon 
Public Policy Manager, Wales 

The Guide Dogs for the Blind Association  
Building 3, Eastern Business Park
off Wern Fawr Lane 
St Mellons 
Cardiff 
CF3 5EA 
Website: www.guidedogs.org.uk

Introduction 
Guide Dogs’ vision is for a society in which blind and partially sighted 
people enjoy the same freedom of movement as everyone else. Our 
purpose is to deliver the guide dog service and other mobility services, 
as well as breaking down barriers - both physical and legal - to enable 
blind and partially sighted people to get around on their own terms. 

Shared surface streets are where the road and pavement are built at the 
same level, removing the kerb, and with cars, buses, cyclists and 
pedestrians sharing the same surface; sometimes controlled crossings
(such as pelican crossings) are also removed.  The scheme is said to 
work through reliance on eye contact to negotiate priority. 

Guide Dogs believes shared surface streets create issues for many 
groups of people including -  

·! Guide dog owners and long cane users, who use the kerb as 
navigation clue to know where they are in a street, and who are 
unable to make eye contact with drivers of vehicles or cyclists.  

·! Disabled and elderly people, who have to share the same space 
with noisy and intimidating vehicles and bicycles,.

·! Young children who no longer know where they can safely cross 
the road. I.e. without a kerb, how do they know where to stop?  

"#$%&'()*(++!,+-. Agenda Item 5.3
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Update on shared surface streets in Wales 

Guide Dogs and our partners have had some success in raising 
awareness of our concerns around shared surface streets in Wales:  In 
Cardiff, for example, we work closely with the council through its Access 
Officer, and the Cardiff Access Focus Group (CAFG).  The CAFG is 
made up of local disabled people with a shared interest in the city, and in 
particular issues that affect their access to public facilities such as 
transport, shopping, libraries, and the many new developments   in the 
city. This positive dialogue has resulted in some exemplars of inclusive 
environments such as the new layout in High Street, where tactile and 
colour contrasted paving has been used to separate areas where 
vehicles can go from those where they cannot, so pedestrians feel safe.   

Sadly, however, this good practice is not common place, and in our 
recent submission to the Enterprise Committee, (below), we give 
examples of what happens when, in spite of excellent high level 
commitment to equality of opportunity and engagement, (and the new 
equality legislation), disabled people, and, in particular, blind and 
partially sighted pedestrians, are excluded from consultation processes 
and ultimately put in danger by changes to the public realm.  

We wish to make the Committee aware that our work on shared 
surfaces continues, and that even in time of such financial constraint, 
retro fitting of measures to protect vulnerable pedestrians cannot be 
ruled out.  We would, of course, recommend that this is avoided by a 
commitment from local authorities to early and inclusive engagement, 
and the development of streets that are safe and accessible to all 
pedestrians. 
  
Extract from our submission to the Enterprise and Business Committee 
begins here: 

Enterprise and Business Committee enquiry into the regeneration 
of Town Centres 

Terms of Reference 

The terms of reference for the inquiry are: 

·! What approaches have been followed to successfully deliver and 
finance the regeneration of town centres in Wales? Are there 
lessons to be learned from elsewhere? 
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·! How does the Welsh Government use the levers at its disposal to 
assist in the regeneration of town centres in Wales? 

·! How are the interests and activities of communities, businesses, 
local authorities and Welsh Ministers identified and coordinated 
when developing and implementing town centre regeneration 
projects? 

Response to point 1 from Guide Dogs 
  

1. The roles the Welsh Government and local authorities play in 
the regeneration of town centres. 

In this regard, we would draw the Committee’s attention to the Heads of 
the Valleys Regeneration Strategy, “Turning Heads”.  This is an example 
of an over-arching strategy which should inform regeneration projects 
and so it is interesting to note what the Equality Impact Assessment 
(EIA) has to say about how this should happen. 

“Turning Heads: A Strategy for the Heads of the Valleys 2020’ outlines 
the vision for the Heads of the Valleys regeneration work, in the context 
of the Wales Spatial Plan. It defines Equal Opportunities as a core 
element of the work and makes a firm commitment to dealing 
‘…proactively with barriers to participation and success’ and to not 
discriminate against any individual or group.”

The EIA goes on to say, 

“All activities involve partnerships with different organisations. For 
example, town centre funding is directed through local authorities. 
Regeneration activity also takes place in partnership with the third sector 
and through consultants. Ultimately the stakeholders are the residents, 
potential residents and visitors to the area.”
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Unfortunately, we have examples of where consultation and 
engagement, within the Heads of the Valleys area, is not taking place. A 
public consultation on plans to regenerate the centre of Aberdare was 
undertaken by Rhondda Cynon Taff Council in June 2011. A month 
before, a meeting was held with a group of blind and partially sighted 
people where specific issues of concern were identified and minuted. 
The consultants engaged by the Council, Capita Symonds, were 
represented, and the minutes record heated debate about proposed 
shared surface areas for pedestrians and vehicles and unsegregated 
pedestrian and cycling routes through the town. 

The proposal to reduce some kerbs to 25mm upstands met with strong 
opposition from the group.  Blind and partially sighted people rely on 
kerbs to tell them where the footway ends and the road begins, so when 
kerbs are reduced to this extent, or taken away completely, as in shared 
surface streets, blind and partially sighted pedestrians can wander into 
the path of vehicles without being aware of the danger.  The Capita 
Symonds consultant did agree to report back, but when the public 
exhibition was held the 25mm kerbs were still there on the plans. 

To date, no specific feedback has been given to the group, and the 
engagement process, such as it was, is clearly flawed:  The meeting 
referred to here was held far too late in the planning process; the plans 
presented were all in print with no accessible alternative versions even 
discussed; the public exhibition, which a local Guide Dog Owner went to 
on behalf of the group, was entirely inaccessible and based on complex 
plans displayed on boards attached to the wall of the church where the 
exhibition was held. This made explaining the proposed new 
development even harder:  The detailed explanation required to describe 
the plans was hampered by the physical inaccessibility of the diagrams 
and pictures set up, as they were, for maximum visual impact.   

We would therefore have no hesitation in stating that the consultation 
process was tokenistic and fruitless, and that engagement, as required 
under the Council’s equality duties, failed.  It is significant that no EIA 
had been considered, so it is hard to see what influence the “Turning 
Heads” strategy had on the process.  

Sadly, there is a similar situation taking place in Abertillery, where 
changes to the town centre mean that local blind and partially sighted 
people are afraid to walk their usual routes unaccompanied.  
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“It’s a regular walk for me and my dog, and since they started working 
there the contractors have been very helpful, taking me around all the 
obstructions and lorries.  Now they’ve moved to another spot, I can’t 
manage it on my own, and I have to get my wife to come with me.  
That’s ridiculous, I’ve got a dog to be independent, and I didn’t know 
they were turning it into a no-go area for me!”
Mr N, Guide Dog Owner, Abertillery. 

We close this point with another extract from the “Turning Heads” EIA:

Consultation with Equalities Groups 

“It is our responsibility to ensure that the views of men and women, 
disabled people, people from different ethnic backgrounds, with different 
religious beliefs (including non-belief) and different sexual orientation are 
taken on board and responded and used to influence our decision 
making. We recognise that there is a need to identify gaps in our activity 
where consultation or involvement with equalities groups is not currently 
taking place.  

Those gaps may be filled by undertaking our own consultation activity or 
by involving disabled people as part of our work directly. However they 
may also be filled by working with Local Authorities or other partners to 
ensure that they are able to provide us with information about how they 
have sought the views of different equalities groups and responded to 
the different needs identified. 

The evidence suggests that input from consultation activity with 
excluded groups should inform the development of, 

Master Plans, Equality Statements (see SP1) and HARPS.  

In addition to this all documentation including for example grant offer 
letters, project proposal forms should be reviewed for inclusion of 
productive equality and diversity actions. This would ensure not only that 
the issue of consultation and involvement is addressed but that the 
process is used to develop productive outcomes and that commitment to 
doing so becomes contractual.”
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